CSC Board

Executive Board:
President: Hubert Lin
CC/SEAS VP: Yan Ting
Barnard VP: Jane Zhang
Secretary: Timon Tai
Treasurer: Jasmine Ting

Executive Committee Members:
Yale Huang Michelle Oh
Olivia Li Yueming Pan
Raymond Lui Victor Wang
Kayle Nguyen Ray Ming Yeh

Organizational Committee Members
Lauren Hou Jonney Liu
Mike Huang Jonathan Lung
Charles Lam Ho-ming So
James Lam Ken Yu
Evan Lin Linda Zhang

LG Fashion Show

Executive Director: Rammy Park
Assistant Director: Louise Che
Executive Producer: Olivia Huang
Assistant Producer: Jenny Kim

Creative Team
Cici Cao Olivia Li
Louise Che Icy Liu
Cara Chen Julia Morelli
Karen Ko Rammy Park
Eileen Lee Jonathan So
Jennifer Lee Sally Song

Production Team
In-Young Chang Emilie M. Lara
Olivia Huang Lily Lew
Jenny Kim Jennifer Yang
Yumi Lam Hayashi